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ABSTRACT
Estimating how long a task will take to complete (i.e., the task duration) is important for many applications, including calendaring and
project management. Population-scale calendar data contains distributional information about time allocated by individuals for tasks
that may be useful to build computational models for task duration
estimation. This study analyzes anonymized large-scale calendar
appointment data from hundreds of thousands of individuals and
millions of tasks to understand expected task durations and the longitudinal evolution in these durations. Machine-learned models are
trained using the appointment data to estimate task duration. Study
findings show that task attributes, including content (anonymized
appointment subjects), context, and history, are correlated with time
allocated for tasks. We also show that machine-learned models can
be trained to estimate task duration, with multiclass classification
accuracies of almost 80%. The findings have implications for understanding time estimation in populations, and in the design of
support in digital assistants and calendaring applications to find
time for tasks and to help people, especially those who are new to
a task, block sufficient time for task completion.
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INTRODUCTION

Tasks (i.e., pieces of work to be performed) permeate all aspects
of our lives. Determining how much time to allocate for tasks is
an important aspect of effective time management that is often
performed manually. Time estimates impact how much time people
set aside for tasks during planning and when they perform tasks
based on estimates of how long they need. The activity of time
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User

Find time to file travel expenses
Digital Assistant

Your calendar is open on
Tuesday afternoon. Do you
want me to reserve 30 minutes
at 2:00pm for this task?
User

Yes, please
Digital Assistant

Done!
Figure 1: Example of dialog between a user and a digital assistant that is equipped with the ability to accurately estimate task duration and schedule time for completion.
estimation can be challenging for users, especially for new tasks,
when people may lack the experience or expertise to make accurate
time estimates [17, 41]. Time estimates can also be affected by
known biases, such as optimism and overconfidence [22, 30].
Despite the importance of task duration estimation in our daily
lives (every meeting or appointment we schedule requires us to
make this decision), there has been little research on helping users
perform duration estimation. Previous work has focused on support for scheduling appointments of known duration given a user’s
calendar and (optionally) others’ constraints [6, 13]. Work on time
estimation has largely focused on how people perceive task duration [5] or have only discussed using distributional data about how
much time others have taken for the same task, but have not implemented any technical solutions [9]. The availability of anonymized
population-scale calendar data creates opportunities to understand
and learn task duration, both at scale and individually over time.
In this paper, we study methods for estimating task duration,
i.e., we train machine-learned models that, given a task, provide
an estimate of how long that task will take to complete. Making
this determination automatically, even if it is only used to suggest
a task duration as part of task or appointment creation, may ease
some burden on users. Figure 1 presents an example of how this
technology could be applied in a dialog with a digital assistant.
In the example, the assistant uses the task duration estimate to
suggest an appointment length for the task (30 minutes to file
travel expenses in this case) and find a suitable timeslot based on
available time on the user’s calendar (Tuesday at 2:00pm in this
case). For users attempting a task for the first time, suggestions
such as these—generated based on distributional (historic) data

